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Abstract 

According to the new Ethiopia construction information and Geological survey, the 
ground acceleration of the country is increasing and almost many of the bridge in 
Ethiopia designed based on the implementation of the new design code. Analytical 
enquiry was conducted to investigate the effect of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer 
(CFRP) for retrofitting the bridge column in plastic hinge region for non-seismically 
detailed circular column. Finite Element method was used to investigate the selected 
bridge column performance and also to evaluate the retrofitting capacity carbon Fiber 
reinforced polymer, the results obtained were validated using Farid’s and Priestley’s 
empirical formulas. The performance of the selected bridge column under the old and the 
new seismic design code was comparatively investigated. Furthermore, the efficiency of 
CFRP jacketing in plastic hinge region for retrofitting the bridge column for added 
seismic load was evaluated. For the selected bridge column, earthquake load was 
estimated using new design code has 33 % load and40% total deformation increment than 
the estimated value of load using old design code and the effect of the two loads 
analyzed. Overall retrofitting the selected bridge column with Carbon Fiber Reinforced 
polymer with increasing thickness from 3mm to 4mm and wrapping the columns from 
layer one to three reduce the ultimate deformation, the ultimate rotation and Curvature of 
the bridge column 5% to 21%. 

 

KEYWORDS: Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer(CFRP), Ansys, plastic hinge region, 
Finite Element Method. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 General 

Earth quake damage for different structure type is somehow unpredictable and unavoidable. 

But it can predetermine and evaluate the maximum damage that can be created and consider 

in the design in order to counter balance and make the structure safe towards seismic load. In 

our contemporary construction information and Geological survey of Ethiopia the ground 

motion of the country is increasing time to time that means earth quake design consideration 

must be increase for new construction. On the other hand, seismic performance of the existing 

structure must be evaluated and upgrade to stand with the current ground motion at any 

seismic zone of the country. According to the U.S Geological survey, at least 40 percent of the 

United States can expect to experience earthquake ground motions that have the potential to 

damage Highway Bridge within their lifetime, unless they are designed specifically to resist 

this motion. 

During in the design stage of concrete bridge column, a designer must not only consider the 

strength requirement but also the serviceability requirements as well. The serviceability 

requirement in reinforced concrete bridge column, an accurate evaluation of deflection under 

lateral load is necessary. Recently long span and slender concrete bridge piers have been 

constructed here in Ethiopia using high-strength steel and concrete; therefore, performance 

evaluation of the concrete bridge column is crucial and if the bridge poorly performs against 

seismic load upgrading with the Carbon Fiber Reinforced polymer is recommended. Deme 

river bridge column is taken for this study is in seismic zone four of Ethiopia and the bridge is 

designed using old bridge design manual means AASHTO1998 edition and ERA Bridge 

Design Manual 2002 this means that the earthquake load consideration is less therefore its 

performance against the increasing earthquake load is evaluated. Overall the upgrading 

capacity of carbon Fiber Reinforced polymer is evaluated and the result indicated that 

retrofitting the bridge column in plastic hinge region increase the ductility of the bridge 

column. 
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1.2 Statement of the problem 

Earthquake is the most difficult natural threat to be designed for due to the lack of warning, 

rarity in frequency and extreme consequences. Due to its nature various bridges around world 

collapse and it is still difficult to predict the scale, location and time of occurrence for any 

particular earthquake. Many bridges were constructed before a seismic design provision was 

implemented in Ethiopia and also the seismic load increasing through time therefore the 

seismic performance of any bridge in Ethiopia must be evaluated and remedial action must be 

taken to stand with the current earthquake load. 

This research investigates performance of existing non-seismically (poor-seismically) detailed 

circular RC bridge columns against earthquake loading. It also studies use of CFRP 

composites for upgrading the retrofitting capacity of existing RC bridge column against 

earthquake loading. 

1.3 Objective of the Study 

1.3.1 General Objectives 

The main objective of this research is to investigate performance of seismic load deficient 

existing bridge column against earthquake loading and study the application of composite 

materials for upgrading and strengthening purpose to meet new code of practice requirements. 

1.3.1 Specific Objective 

• What is response of a built up seismic deficient bridge column when subjected to  

earthquake loading? 

• Can use composites to increase performance of bridge reinforced column? 

• Perform parametric study on number of wrap layers and thickness of carbon fiber 

reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites to maximize performance of bridge column 

retrofitting. 

• Compare the response of the bridge column considering old and new earthquake design 

manual. 
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1.4  Significance of the study 

In Ethiopia is common to see decades old infrastructures in service. Many of those 

infrastructures were seismic deficient and do not meet current seismic codes of practice 

requirements. This research gives insight to performance of old seismic deficient bridge 

column against earthquake loading and proposes ways of strengthening to meet future seismic 

demands. In addition to the above idea it is common to use lip splices length in the plastic 

hinge region there for poor details of longitudinal bar connections and inadequate transverse 

confinement affect the seismic performance of a concrete bridge column. 

1.5 Scope and Limitation of the study 

Due to the absence of experimental facilities in Ethiopia, this research uses empirical formula 

for estimating the capacity of the selected bridge column at the time of built and further 

analytical study variables is mentioned in specific objectives and parametric study. 

1.6 Structure of the study 

This thesis has a total of six chapters. Chapter one deals with the general behavior of a 

concrete bridge column during earthquake load and the retrofitting effect of Carbon Fiber 

Reinforced Polymer in a plastic hinge region as the back ground. It also includes the objective 

of the thesis work, Method, Scope of the study, Limitations of the study, and brief summary 

of the study is presented. The second chapter gives the literature review on retrofitting a 

concrete bridge column in plastic hinge region and how the column acts during considerable 

earthquake load, experimental investigation of a concrete bridge column retrofitted with 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer and Finite element analysis of related studies. In addition to 

this the physical and chemical property of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer are discussed in 

detail. The third chapter concerns about the methodology of the thesis it also includes the 

general overview of the selected bridge, the material property of the bridge column and how 

Finite Element Analysis can be implemented. The fourth chapter detail explained and 

estimated the value of different load types including estimation of plastic hinge length 

according to AASHTO and ERA bridge design manual. The fifth chapter discussed about the 
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comparison of empirical result and finite element analysis based on the output of Ansys 

version 19.2. The last chapter presents the conclusions drawn and recommendations made 

from the findings 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.1 General 

According to different studies regarding seismic performance of concrete bridge column week 

flexural strength and ductility of shear strength resulted in collapse or severe damage of a 

number of bridges in world with a moderate earthquake. In 2005/06 ERA made bridge 

inventory and inspection for fulfilling the information gap about Ethiopia bridge when it was 

highly needed during formulation of the well-known road sector development program and 

for developing computerized bridge management system (BMS) software.   

In this regard the 1st, 2nd and 3rd round nationwide bridge inventory and condition survey 

conducted in 2006, 2010 and 2013 respectively. The overall summary of the inventory and the 

inspection shows almost 40% or above bridge in Ethiopia in different district are performing 

poor or below they expected to perform. This inventory and inspection indicate the worst 

condition of the bridges even if the increasing ground acceleration of Ethiopia under 

consideration in this study. Generally, the performance of the bridge as a whole must be 

evaluated and remedial measure must be taken to improve the seismic performance of 

concrete bridge column using fiber reinforced polymer.  

2.2 Research on Retrofitting Concrete Bridge Column for Upgrading the 

Seismic Performance. 

Based on Kenneth C et al. (2018) retrofitting of RC bridges by encasing and strengthening 

bridge bents with FRP-systems provides an effective method of mitigating the impacts of 

earthquake loading. Their analysis considers types of retrofitting applications on bridge bents 

and the advantages of FRP systems to increase structural member axial capacity and ductility 

in columns and beams. 

Major techniques taken in Kenneth C et al. (2018) structural rehabilitation of RC bridges 

include encasing columns and beam column joints using steel, FRP, RC jackets, and  
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adding new steel bracing structural elements. Retrofitting circular/rectangular bridge columns 

by adding cylindrical or elliptical steel jackets in the plastic hinge region is an effective 

measure to enhance shear strength and flexural ductility. As an alternative they used to steel 

jackets, advanced FRP composite material have been developed for retrofitting concrete 

columns, resulting in significantly improved hysteretic response and increased ductility. 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) has high strength, low weight, and ease of 

application provide an ideal material for strengthening RC bridge columns and beams for 

gravity-load designed multi-column bridge bents. The Researchers Clearly stated in their 

recommendation that retrofitting older highway bridges to mitigate loss of serviceability in 

seismic events is a cost- effective option compared to the high cost of bridge replacement. 

It is indicated in different studies that the primary causes of bridge collapses were insufficient 

ductility in the bridge columns; inadequate lap-splice length in the potential plastic hinges 

regions and insufficient transverse reinforcement. Kenneth C et al. (2018) methodology focused 

on increasing the design displacement ductility of the bridge bent (column beam cap) 

developing a higher base shear and moment capacity then the existing foundation and pile cap 

system. The RC beam connecting pile cap completes the tension and compression load path, 

increasing shear and flexural capacity of the foundation. Generally, from their in-situ 

experiment of multi-column bridge bents retrofitting bridge bents with Carbon Fiber Reinforced 

Polymer (CFRP) composite prove valuable in reducing column flexure and shear failure. FRP 

structure systems applied to RC bridge bents provide reliable strengthening to mitigate the 

impact of earth quake loading and sustain bridge serviceability.  

Y.H. Chai et al. (2008) research study clearly stated that bridges constructed in accordance with 

the new design methods have performed well in recent earthquakes. However, according to their 

assessment a large number of older bridges that are in service, particularly bridge constructed 

before providing new design code and its seismic performance must be evaluated and remedial 

action must be taken to overcome the external load. Theoretical and experimental investigation 

program by Y. H. Chai et al. (2008) shows that retrofit techniques for circular columns by 

encasing the critical regions with a steel jacket and Comparisons of 'as-built' and retrofitted 

columns are presented,  
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and experimental strengths and ductility are compared with analytical predictions. Generally 

steel jacketing is one of the alternatives to improve the seismic performance of bridge column. 

Experimental and analytical research program conducted by S.A. Sheikh et al. (2009) on 

seismic upgrade of concrete columns with Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP). The experimental 

specimens consisted of either a 305 mm square or 356 mm diameter and 1.47 m long column 

connected to a 508 × 762 × 813 mm stub. Each specimen was tested under lateral cyclic 

displacement excursions and simultaneous constant axial load to simulate seismic forces. 

Results indicate that added confinement with FRP at plastic hinge locations significantly 

enhanced ductility, energy dissipation capacity and strength of columns. Based on the S.A. 

Sheikh et al. (2009) experimental results the most important variables identified to affect a 

column’s ductility is the amount of FRP confining reinforcement, type of FRP and level of axial 

load. These variables on column behavior are critical. The effect of the amount of confining 

CFRP can be evaluated by comparing the moment vs. curvature.  

Columns tested under simulated earthquakes and the experimental results of the researchers 

show that variables that affect the ductility parameters of a column include confinement 

configuration, the level of axial load and the type and amount of confining reinforcement. 

From their result the following conclusion points can be summarized. 

• Circular confinement is more efficient than square confinement.  

• Increase in the level of axial load significantly reduces ductility and energy dissipation 

capacity of a column.  

• The column performance in terms of ductility improves almost proportionally with an 

increase in the amount of FRP confinement while strength improvement is less than 

proportional.  

• In addition to the above summary performance-based approach is also briefly presented by 

the S.A. Sheikh et al. (2009) for the design of confining FRP reinforcement externally 

applied to square and circular concrete columns. The required amount of confining FRP 

increases with an increase in ductility demand and increase in the level of axial load 

applied and reduced FRP strength. 
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Sung-Hoon Kim et al. (2011) study investigates seismic retrofit of rectangular RC bridge 

columns using wire mesh wrap casing. Researchers aimed to report experimental results of a 

seismic retrofit method for the non-seismically detailed rectangular RC bridge columns by 

casing lap-splice region with a Stainless-Steel Wire Mesh (SSWM) and permeable polymer 

mortar. It is briefly mentioned in their report that there are many types of retrofit techniques 

for upgrading the seismic capacity of existing bridge columns.  

Retrofitting circular or rectangular bridge columns by adding a cylindrical or an elliptical steel 

jacket in the potential plastic hinge region was effective as a retrofit measure to enhance 

flexural and shear strength and flexural ductility. As an alternative to steel jackets, advanced 

composite material has been developed for retrofitting concrete columns, resulting in 

significantly improved hysteretic response and increased ductility. The following diagram 

shows that the retrofitting technique used by the researchers for their experimental 

investigation.  

 

                                        (a)                                         (b) 

Figure 2.1 Configuration test specimen (a) before and (b) after retrofitting 
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Generally, Sheikh et al. (2009) took total five reduced scale RC column specimens were 

tested to examine the seismic performance improvement due to the SSWM wrap casing for 

retrofitting the rectangular RC columns with an inadequate lap-splice length in the 

longitudinal reinforcement. The test results show that the non-seismically detailed rectangular 

RC column has poor seismic capacity. However, this deficient seismic capacity can be 

upgraded by applying an elliptical shape SSWM wrap and an elliptical shape mortar casing 

into the lap-splice region of rectangular column. 

Low –cycle loading has been analyzed by Professor Emeritus (2005) so as to investigate 

effects of factors such as shear –span ratio, axial –load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio 

and spiral reinforcement ratio on ductility performance of bridge. In the researcher  study 

three different levels for circular reinforced concrete bridge columns has been designed with 

test data the damage state, displacement ductility capacity of accumulative energy dissipation 

to ultimate state of bridge columns and result shows the use of polypropylene fiber reinforced 

cement(PFRC) reduced buckling of longitudinal bars and deformation of tie bars thus 

mitigating the damage of column even after six times of strong excitations in addition to this 

of the damage mitigation properties of polypropylene fiber reinforced cement(PFRC), the 

column had a stable flexural capacity and enhanced ductility drift.   

Brief area study of B. Purushotham Reddy et al. (2010) is loss of reinforcement due to 

corrosion, lack of confinement in concrete especially at the pile cap joints and deterioration of 

concrete due to attack of multiple environmental agencies, are the causes for the deterioration 

of marine piles and these piles can be rehabilitated/retrofitted with concrete jacketing, steel 

jacketing and FRP wrapping. regarding the B. Purushotham Reddy et al.( 2010 ) investigation 

on Fiber Reinforced polymer composites offer a viable alternative to bonding of steel plates 

and other techniques in retrofitting and rehabilitation of existing concrete structures due to 

high strength to weight ratio, resistance to electro chemical corrosion, large creep strain, good 

fatigue strength, potential for decreased installation costs and repairs, less weight in 

comparison with steel, and non-metallic and non-magnetic properties.  

Concrete jacketing is quite effective with respect to strength, stiffness, and ductility but the 

cross-sectional dimensions and dead weight of the structures are increased and  
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obstructs the occupancy due to increase in size of the structural elements shows that   the 

researcher presents the Finite element analysis, to study the behavior of retrofitted RC Pile 

specimens strengthened with Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) composites using 

commercial software ANSYS and experimental investigation also conducted. Experiments 

were also conducted to justify the finite element analysis results.  

Eight RC pile specimens were cast with same reinforcement details to study the behavior 

under different loading conditions. Four specimens were used as control and remaining four 

were retrofitted with GFRP fabric. The effect of retrofitting on RC pile specimens was 

studied. The load deflection and load strain plots obtained from numerical study is compared 

with the experimental plots. The crack patterns in the pile specimens are also presented. The 

overall numerical and experimental result of the researchers’ study indicated that Glass Fiber 

Reinforced Polymer composite considerably better solution to upgrade the load carry capacity 

of concrete bridge pier.  

Abu Hena MD Muntasir Billah (2011) motivated to solve the Canadian bridge seismic 

performance through evaluating the multiple column bridge bent retrofitting with different 

alternative. The researcher evaluation and inspection of the bridge indicated that due to aging 

and deterioration, the performance of the bridges is under critical condition therefore, they 

require regular monitoring, evaluation and repair. On 2011 the Canadian bridge service 

inventory shows that more than 40% of the situation indicated that the bridges have crossed 

half of their anticipated service life many of these are structurally deficient and require major 

maintenance and rehabilitation. 

The researcher used different alternative material such as Fiber Reinforced polymer (FRP) 

jacketing, Steel jacketing, Concrete jacketing and Engineered cementation composite (ECC) 

jacketing. The performance of the four different retrofitting strategies is compared in terms of 

base shear capacity demand ratio, ductility demand, residual drift and damage states obtained 

from nonlinear Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) and static push over analysis statistical 

comparisons of static (Push over) against dynamic analysis result have been performed in 

terms of performance criteria such as displacement and base shear at cracking yielding and 

crushing.  
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Based on different Scientists investigation on the ductility and strength evaluation of concrete 

bridge column poor lap splices and inadequate transverse confinement reinforcement in the 

potential plastic hinge regions near beam-column joints are the most critical problems of the 

existing bridge to resist the current earthquake load.   

The variables study of Kumar K et al. (2007)   includes effect of the presence of lap splices, 

the effectiveness of CFRP in pre earthquake strengthening and post-earthquake retrofitting of 

deficient columns, as well as effects of level of axial load, shape of column cross section, and 

transverse steel reinforcement details. The Kumar K et al. (2007) study mainly focused on lap 

splices length and the lap splices are used in the construction of most reinforced concrete 

structures for preserving the continuity of reinforcement within the structural members. These 

splices were usually provided in the potential plastic hinge regions at the base of the columns, 

just above a construction joint and all the bars were usually spliced at the same section.  

This results in a considerable reduction in the strength and ductility of the structure. For their 

experimental study they took total of 12 columns specimens, six 356 mm (14 in.) diameter 

circular and six 305 mm (12 in.) square, were constructed and tested. The columns were 1.47 

m (58 in.) long and had a 510 x 760 x 810 mm (20 x 30 x 32 in.) stub at one end with a 

construction joint at the interface and spliced longitudinal bars in the columns. As we can see 

from fig below Kumar K et al. (2007) did experimental study and taking a 470mm retrofitting 

length for both square and Circular column with different wrapping layers.  
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Figure 2.2 Specimen details: (a) dimensional details; (b) reinforcement details of square and 
Type A circular columns ;(c) reinforcement details of Type B circular columns; and(d) 
sectional details. (Kumar K et el.   2007) 

Ductility parameter and shear and moment capacity of the column is used by the researcher 

for measuring the experimental result. Under the ductility parameter displacement ductility 

factor μΔ, the cumulative displacement ductility ratio NΔ and Work damage indicator W are 

used. After the researcher’s investigation the following conclusion was made by Kumar K et 

al. (2007) 

• Presence of poorly detailed lap splices in the potential plastic hinge region of a column 

leads to significantly reduced ductility and unstable hysteretic behavior with rapid 

degradation of strength due to premature splice failure. 

• Strengthening of the plastic hinge region of the columns with CFRP jackets considerably 

increased their flexural strength, ductility, and energy dissipation capacity, resulting in a 

more stable hysteretic behavior. 

• Retrofitting of previously damaged columns with CFRP jackets resulted in improvements 

in strength and ductility. The level of improvement, however, would be dependent on the 

damage experienced by the column prior to retrofitting. 

• Ductility improvements in square columns with lap splices as a result of CFRP retrofitting 

were significantly lower than that for comparable circular columns due to more efficient 

confinement mechanism in circular shapes. 
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2.3 Research on Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer 

Because of mechanical and durability properties of externally bounded Fiber Reinforced 

polymer resin (FRP) selected by Zahra Riahi et al. (2008) for seismic retrofit of reinforced 

concrete bridge and through his study the mechanical properties and components of the Fiber 

Reinforced Polymer are discussed in details. Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) are composed 

of four different components; fibers, resins, fillers and additives, each content of these 

components is responsible for some of the characteristics that the final product must have.  

The type and content of each component can be tailored for specific properties and his makes 

FRP flexible and versatile. Zahra Riahi el al. (2008) indicated that fiber is the primer load 

imparting components and as a result of experiment test indicated that the mechanical 

properties of the component for example tensile strength and elastic modules are driven by the 

type, content and the orientation of the fibers. Experimental result researcher shows that 

elastic modulus of the fiber reinforced polymer for various orientation has been tested such as 

with 00, 90 and angled orientation and the result indicated that with 00 being the best angled 

orientation (i.e. Loads parallel to the longitudinal axis of fibers).  

Based on the material property investigation made by Zahra Riahi el al. (2008) on merits and 

weakness of FRP application for seismic retrofit is compared with other convectional 

materials and therefore the following points have been given by the researcher. Some of the 

most important merits of FRP application for seismic retrofitting compared with other 

conventional techniques are: 

• High strength and stiffness to weight ratios: this makes FRP's one of the most suitable 

alternatives for seismic retrofit where extra weight means additional seismic demand. 

• FRP wraps can be produced, handled, and installed easily and without any need for heavy 

machinery. Therefore, the installation causes minimal disruption to the traffic. 

• Corrosion resistance of FRP composites not only is a great advantage on its own, but also 

it protects the inner reinforcement against further corrosion and volumetric changes 

(Karbhari 2004). 

• Conformity to any geometrical shape lends more flexibility to FPR materials. 
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• The mechanical and durability characteristics of FRP materials can be tailored for 

particular applications by choosing the fiber type, geometry, and the type of the polymer. 

• FRP composites may be used for seismic retrofit of historical monuments that should not 

be covered with concrete or steel for historical considerations. In addition, FRP's don't 

change the dimensions, and therefore won't reduce the clear height of bridges. 

• Although composite materials are susceptible to some environmental effects, they are still 

highly durable compared with other conventional materials. The reduced maintenance 

cost, as a result, somewhat compensates for their higher initial cost. 

• FRP composites, in contrast to isotropic steel sheets, do not alter the stiffness of the 

component in other directions other than the orientation of fibers. This is crucially 

important for retrofit applications where enhancing the performance of one component 

should not pose additional risk to adjacent members. 

• As experimental results suggest, if processed properly, FRP's would be as effective as 

other conventional retrofit methods in improving the seismic performance of deficient 

structural components. 

FRP composites, however, have a few important disadvantages as follows: 

• Design and construction need highly trained specialists and large safety margins in order 

to compensate for material, fabrication, curing, and durability uncertainties. 

• Composites are very sensitive to transverse actions (corners, and discontinuity effects) 

and are unable to transfer local shear (Manfredi and Prota (2001)). Furthermore, when 

subjected to cyclic loads, they do not function effectively in compression. 

• Composite and concrete bond and long-term durability of FRP's are of high concern. 

Therefore, the history of use should be considered for each specific retrofit project. 

• FRP behavior is very process-dependent and is greatly influenced by the quality of the 

parent concrete. As a result, if designed and applied improperly, some problems as 

shrinkage, creep, and deboning may adversely affect their performance. 

Generally, the retrofit methodology used by the Zahra Riahi el al. (2008) to overcome the 

aforementioned seismic deficiencies, externally bonded FRP composites may be used  
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to strengthen or repair the piers, joints, and bent caps to achieve a specific ductility. The 

Researcher conclusion lay on ductility demand depends on the seismicity of the region, 

characteristics of the ground motions, local soil conditions, and structural properties of the 

deficient bridge.  

As a result, a specific FRP retrofit technique or the number of FRP layers cannot be directly 

applied to other similar bridges, because this might result in an unsafe or conservative design 

therefore the total result of the researcher indicated that retrofit of piers and bent caps by FRP 

wraps may induce additional shear stresses in joints.  

Therefore, shear capacity of these spots of high stress concentration should be checked after 

retrofitting, and if inadequate, FRP wraps with orientation of ±45 should be applied to prevent 

a brittle shear failure and a non-ductile seismic behavior. The stiffness of FRP wraps and the 

concrete substrate should be compatible in order to avoid shifting of hinge zone and the 

occurrence of premature shear failure in the unwrapped portion of piers. However, for piers 

with substantial flexural capacities or those injected with epoxy, the difference in stiffness is 

very high. Therefore, an adequate number of FRP layers should be provided over the entire 

length of such piers.  

Different literatures clearly stated that Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) is a 

corrosion-free material, whereas the conventional steel reinforcement used in a traditional pile 

is prone to corrosion when exposed to chlorides. Stephen R. Sharpetal. (2019) Study focused 

on the feasibility of replacing traditional steel strands and spiral reinforcement in bridge piles 

with carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) strands and spiral reinforcement. The main 

property of Carbon Fiber reinforced Polymer maintained in this study are total elongation 

which is 1.7 percent and good bond strength that is equal to or greater than that of 

conventional steel prestressing strand. 

Investigation on different composite materials used for different purpose shows that 

composite materials are applicable in different current technology development.  Among the 

different investigation on material composite Durgesh Dashrath Divate (2017) finding on the 

major developments of materials in recent year are composite materials, as they offer several 

outstanding properties as compared to several conventional materials.  
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It is widely studied and published by different scientists that composite materials have found 

increasingly wide applications in aircraft, space vehicles, offshore structures, electronics, 

automobiles, boats, and sporting goods. This leads that composite materials have changed all 

the material engineering. The evolution of composite materials has given an opportunity to 

various designers to use new and better materials resulting in cost reduction, increase in 

efficiency and better utilization of available resources. Research and development activities in 

this area are concerned with improving strength, toughness, stiffness, resistance to high 

temperature and reliability in service.  

Carbon fibers are usually combined with other materials to form a composite. When 

combined with a plastic resin and wound or molded it forms carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer 

(often referred to as carbon fiber) which has a very high strength-to-weight ratio, and is 

extremely rigid although somewhat brittle. However, carbon fibers are also composited with 

other materials, such as graphite, to form carbon -carbon composites, which have a very high 

heat tolerance. Depending on the situation the Stephen Durgesh Dashrath Divate (2017) select 

one of the composite materials that can suitably address the problem, therefore some of the 

property of the Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer listed as follows  

2.4 Properties of composite 
2.4.1 High Strength to weight ratio 

Strength of a material is the force per unit area at failure, divided by its density. Any material 

that is strong and light has a favorable Strength/Weight ratio. Materials such as Aluminum, 

titanium, magnesium, Carbon and glass fiber, high strength steel alloys all have good strength 

to weight ratios. It is not surprising that Balsa wood comes in with a high strength to weight 

ratio. 

2.4.2 Rigidity 

Rigidity or stiffness of a material is measured by its Young Modulus and measures how much 

a material deflects under stress. Carbon fiber reinforced plastic is over 4 times stiffer than 

Glass reinforced plastic, almost 20 times more than pine, 2.5 times greater than aluminum. 
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2.4.3 Fatigue Resistance 

Resistance to Fatigue in Carbon Fiber Composites is good.  However, when carbon fiber fails 

it usually fails catastrophically without significant exterior signs to announce its imminent 

failure. 

2.4.4 Good tensile strength but Brittle 

Tensile strength or ultimate strength is the maximum stress that a material can withstand 

while being stretched or pulled before necking, or failing. 

2.4.5 Low coefficient of thermal expansion 

This is a measure of how much a material expands and contracts when the temperature goes 

up or down. 

2.4.6 Hardness 

Hardness is described as resistance to surface indentation of the material.  Graph explains the 

effect of glass fiber and carbon fiber reinforcements on the micro hardness of the hybrid 

composites. 

From detail investigation which made by the researchers about Carbon Fiber Reinforced 

Polymer against other composite materials the following advantage and limitation of Carbon 

Fiber Reinforced Polymer listed below. 

Advantages 

• A unique and distinct appearance that’s nearly impossible to replicate. 

• Excellent strength to weight ratio, compared to other materials. 

• Works well with other materials (fiber, plastics, metals, wood, concrete). 

• Suitable for complex contours and designs. 

• Superior fatigue properties. 

• High Stiffness. 

• High heat tolerances and resistance. 
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• Flexible thermal and electrical properties. 

• Corrosion-resistance (with proper resins). 

• Varying classifications (tensile modulus) of strength. The strongest carbon fiber is 10x 

stronger and 5x lighter than steel. The strongest carbon fiber is 8x stronger and 1.5x 

lighter than aluminum. 

Limitations 

• Carbon fiber will break or shatter when it’s compressed, pushed beyond its strength 

capabilities or exposed to high impact.  It will crack if hit by a hammer.   Machining and 

holes can also create weak areas that may increase its likelihood of breaking. 

• The first disadvantage of using carbon fiber is that you need a mold if you want to make a 

decent product, making a mold is not always easy and you often need the help of some 

specialist. 

• Another disadvantage is the price of carbon fiber, it is very expensive. The material is 

very light and strong but you have to pay a big amount of money to be able to use it in 

your products. 

• Once a carbon structure is dint or cracked you cannot fix it like you can fix a steel 

structure. Once the structure is damaged the fibers are broken and the structure is 

probably not strong enough anymore. In most of the cases the structure had to be 

removed and thrown away and be replaced by a new one. 

• It is little bit harmful for the human body as it causes some form of cancer of the lungs. 

• Relative cost – carbon fiber is a high-quality material with a price to match. While 

prices have dropped significantly in the past five years, demand has not increased enough to 

increase the supply substantially. As a result, prices will likely remain the same for the near 

future. 

The aim of the Yarub GatiaAbtan el al. (2015) was to evaluate the behavior of Carbon Fiber 

Reinforced polymer to strengthened reactive powder concrete Column before and after 

strengthening with carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) sheets jacketing under eccentric 

axial load. Yarub Gatia Abtan el al. (2015) study on Reactive powder concrete (RPC) shows 

that (RPC) is an ultra-high strength, low porosity cement-based composite with high ductility. 

Unlike conventional concrete, RPC containing a significant amount  
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of steel fibers exhibits high ductility and toughness (energy absorption) characteristics. In 

addition to its ultra-strength characteristic, RPC has other high-performance properties, such 

as low permeability, limited shrinkage, increased corrosion and abrasion resistance and 

increased durability. 

According to Yarub Gatia Abtan el al. (2015) investigation on the behavior of Fiber 

Reinforced Polymer (FRP) for jacketing Column make the composite material (FRP) is more 

advantageous than the other. As the same time detail study on Fiber reinforced polymers 

(FRPs)implies that (FRP) is high performance materials that consist of high strength fibers 

embedded in a polymer matrix to combine the strength of the fibers with the stability of the 

polymer resins have unique properties making them extremely attractive for structural 

applications.   

They offer better strengthening alternative to traditional steel jacketing because they are 

durable, noncorrosive, have high strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios, possess 

good fatigue behavior and allow easy handling and installation. Strengthening concrete 

columns with FRP jackets has proved to be very effective in enhancing ductility and axial 

load capacity. FRP confinement increases the lateral pressure on the column which prevents 

concrete expansion and cause the development of a triaxial stress field within the confined 

column.  

The axial strength and ductility of the confined concrete increases with the increased lateral 

pressure which result in an increase in the concrete’s compressive strength and an increase in 

the strain at which the concrete crushes. The main interesting points mentioned by the 

researchers about Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) is the confinement effectiveness of FRP 

jackets and it depends on different parameters, namely, the type of concrete, steel 

reinforcement, thickness of FRP jackets (number of layers) and stiffness and loading 

conditions. the researcher’s conclusion on FRP confinement is more effective for circular 

columns than for square or rectangular columns. This is because the lateral expansion of 

concrete under compression is uniformly confined in a circular column, unlike in rectangular 

one where confinement is concentrated at the corners rather than over the entire perimeter. 
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Through detail analyzing the property of Fiber Reinforced polymer (FRP) the researchers took 

twelve columns were tested up to failure, strengthened and retested to examine strengthening 

efficiency and to evaluate the effects of variation of the concrete type (normal or RPC), 

presence of steel fibers and main steel reinforcement ratio and the following conclusion 

mentioned as follows.   

• Incorporating steel fibers in RPC columns substantially increases their ultimate failure 

loads up to 86% (at 1.5% steel fibers) and stiffens load-lateral displacement curves 

(reduces displacements).  

• Lower effects than described in (1) above were observed when main reinforcement ratio 

increases from 2.18% to 5.58% (about 27% maximum increase in ultimate load).  

• Presence of steel fibers in columns ensures ductile failure which characterized by closely 

distributed higher number of finer cracks in column tension face than non-fibrous columns 

without spelling of concrete cover in compression face.  

• Strengthening failed columns by CFRP jacketing increases their ultimate failure loads in 

the range of 52% to 185% of the original failure loads and highly stiffens load –lateral 

displacement curves.  

• CFRP jacketing was more effective in increasing ultimate loads of lower strength concrete 

columns than higher strength columns.  

• CFRP jacketing provides an effective confinement to the columns ensuring more ductile 

failure with higher deformation capacity (larger displacements and greater buckling 

curvature before failure) than original columns. 
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Chapter Three 

Methodology 

3.1 General 

Bridge must be design and constructed to give the planned life time services, means that it 

must have certain strength, perform in a tolerable manner and be durable. To provide design 

methods for implementation of Carbon Fiber Reinforced polymer for seismic performance 

rehabilitation purpose and to achieve the specified objective listed in chapter one, a reliability 

approach was adopted. Detail methodological procedure is then used to model and evaluate 

the behavior of a structural model Column in order to verify the ductility parameters of a 

concrete bridge column before and after retrofitting. 

Modern performance-based design methods require ways to determine the realistic behavior 

of structures under such conditions. Enabled by advancements in computing technologies and 

available test data, nonlinear analysis provides the means for calculating structural response 

beyond the elastic range, including strength and stiffness deterioration associated with 

inelastic material behavior and large displacements. As such, nonlinear analysis can play an 

important role in the design of new and existing column. 

Generally, for the selected85.20 m bridge column both analytical and empirical study was 

incorporated on evaluation seismic performance of a concrete bridge column with high 

strength concrete, CFRP and reinforcements. 

This particular study stands to evaluate how a concrete bridge column perform towards the 

current earth quake load and the upgrading capacity of Carbon Fiber Reinforced polymer for 

non-seismic detail of concrete bridge column. 

It is clearly demonstrated by different researchers that the confinement provided by the FRP 

wraps can significantly increase the energy absorption capacity and ductility of the columns 
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under combined axial, flexural and shear loads, thereby increasing their seismic resistance. 

The following general procedure was followed to achieve the objective specified in chapter 

one. 

Research Procedure  

• Concrete bridge column in seismic zone four of our country is selected. 

• Detail document is collected from respective organizations. 

• Non-Linear modeling for the selected bridge column was made. 

• Empirical formula was used for estimating the selected concrete bridge column structural 

capacity as per the code of design practice used in the time of built and validation was 

made with the analytical result obtained from Ansys software before retrofitting. 

• Plastic hinge location was identified for the bridge column to quantify and compare 

seismic performance of the selected bridge models before and after retrofitting using 

Carbon fiber Reinforced Polymer. 

3.2 Deme river bridge 

Deme river bridge is 85.20m bridge from face to face of back wall of the bridge and the 

bridge and the bridge has three coupled columns located at different station 0+132.80, 

0+153.60 and 0+174.90.The length of the bridge column is the same in all of the three station 

and for this study column located at station 0+132 is taken, according to the river observation 

the selected column is comparatively has less endure by water pressure and consolidation 

unless if there is no high flood during rainy season. 

3.3 Detail of the selected bridge column and design program 

The selected bridge is an85.20m clear span length bridge and detail numerical and analytical 

analysis was made for the selected reinforced concrete column. Empirical formula is used for 

estimating the selected concrete bridge column structural capacity as per the code of design 

practice used in the time of built by referring both ERA bridge design manual and AASHTO 

bridge design specification. The analytical analysis was made for evaluating retrofitting 

capacity of Carbon Fiber reinforced polymer against seismic load and for the analysis  Ansys 

software is used  and the result obtained from analytical analysis before retrofit is compared 
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with empirical result for validation of the result .Carbon Fiber reinforced polymer(CFRP) 

wraps might be used for plastic hinge confinement, lap splice clamping, shear strengthening, 

prevention of longitudinal reinforcement buckling, and to provide them with adequate 

anchorage. 

Different Studies clearly stated that plastic hinge development can occur in columns, 

particularly at the bases of multi-story frames and bridges column. Ductile behavior is 

essential at this crucial study to prevent complete structural collapse under sustained loading. 

Many of the existing reinforced concrete structures do not have adequate amount of 

confinement reinforcement in potential plastic hinge regions of the columns and may result in 

brittle structural response during earthquakes. Provide additional confinement to these 

deficient columns, retrofitting with a Carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) jackets 

provides a very attractive solution due to their lightweight, high strength, and excellent 

corrosion resisting capabilities. 

Sectional detail of the selected bridge column  

 

Figure 3.1 Cross-section view of the column. 
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From the diagram above the cross-sectional area and height of the column which is taken for 

the analysis is 1m circular column with a height of 7.94m and the overall dimension of the 

pier is summarized as follows.  

Table 3.1  Dimension detail of the bridge column 

Dimension Value in 

mm 

A B C D E F 

1.3 8 4 1 7.94 1.30 

G W L    

1.4 1 7.8    

 

Reinforcement detail of the selected bridge column  

 

Figure 3.2 Reinforcement detail of the selected column 
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The selected bridge column has 12 longitudinal reinforcement with a diameter of 32mm and 

12mm diameter transverse reinforcement was provided with spacing of 300mm and the total 

number of transverse reinforcements provided is 27.   

3.3.1 Material required and property 

Compilation of General Characteristics  

The following information is required and collected from respective organization for the 

modeling and to conduct analytical study of the bridge Column:  

• Total length of the bridge  

• Number of spans and length of each superstructure span  

• Total superstructure width  

• Superstructure cross-sectional geometry  

• Number and clear height of each column bent  

• Column cross-sectional dimension of the bridge in the direction of interest  

• Length of cab beam to cancroids of column. 

• Cap beam width 

• Support details for boundary conditions  

• The definition of the individual behavior of major bridge components entails the following 

data:  

• Concrete material properties for concrete of superstructure. 

• Concrete and reinforcing steel material properties of column. 

Reinforcement details of column cross section. 

Design analysis needs the following materials properties including concrete strength, 

reinforced steel strength and detail superstructure information such as span information, 

required pier height are selected for optimum pier type selection. Concrete strength used for 

the design is C-30 and reinforcement above diameter 20mm and for reinforcement less than 

20 mm 420 steel grade and 300 steel grade used respectively.   
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                        Table 3.2 Design material used physical property 

Materials Materials property 

Concrete  

 

fc= 24Mpa fc
'= 0.4fc =9.6Mpa Ec= 4800sq(fc) 

23,515Mpa 

Reinforcement steel for 20mm 

and above 

fy=420 Mpa Fs=160Mpa Es=200,000Mpa 

Reinforcement steel below 

20mm  

fy=300 Mpa Fs=140Mpa Es=200,000Mpa 

Modular Ratio  Ec /Es= 8.51= 9 used 

Bearing capacity  35kg/cm2 

Allowable Bearing capacity 1.5* bearing capacity =5.25kg/cm2 

Table 3.3 CFRP material used properties 

Mechanical property  For 3mm and 4mm CFRP 

Density (g/cm3) 1.78 

Elastic Modulus (GPa) 230 

Tensile Strength (GPa) 3.530 

Poisson's ratio 0.2 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer that are used for retrofitting the selected concrete bridge 

column has its own mechanical property that is listed on table 3.3   for both 3mm and 4mm 

thick. Based on different researchers’ investigation and findings, it is possible to fabricate the 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced polymer with the need material property.  
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Figure 3.3Carbon Fiber Reinforced polymer 

3.4 Nonlinear Analysis 

The seismic demands on a bridge structure subjected to a particular ground motion can be 

estimated through an equivalent analysis of a mathematical model that incorporates the 

behavior of the superstructure and substructure. According to Ady Aviram el al 

(2007).Nonlinear modeling and analysis allows more accurate determination of stresses, 

strains, deformations, forces, and displacements of critical components, results that can then 

be utilized for the final design of the bridge subsystems or evaluation of the bridge global 

capacity and ductility. 

The extent of the nonlinear behavior recommended for a particular bridge model depends on 

the classification and importance, the level of geometric, structural, and geotechnical 

irregularity, as well as the performance level required for the structure. Since great 

computational and analytical effort is required to perform nonlinear dynamic analysis, the 

analysis procedures for Ordinary Standard bridges can be simplified in some cases using 

linear models and static analysis procedures. For this study nonlinear static analysis is taken 

and allows more realistic determination of the interaction of critical components and the 

evaluation of the bridge strength and deformation capacity.  
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It accounts for the redistribution of internal actions as components respond in elastically, and 

therefore provides a better measure of behavior than elastic analysis procedures. 

3.5 Finite Element Modeling 

For the seismic analysis of highway bridges column, it is customary to use three-dimensional 

column elements with corresponding cross-sectional properties, to represent the selected 

bridge Column. A 30mm x 30mm x 30mm volumetric elements are selected in plastic hinge 

region, for longitudinal and transverse reinforcement and 50mm x 50mm x 50mm volumetric 

element used for region out of plastic hinge location in the analytical analysis. The effect of 

different mesh size studied in detail for exact estimation of mesh size difference on the result.  

 

Figure 3.4.Longitudinal and transverse Reinforcement mesh 

 

Figure 3.5 General mesh outlook of the selected bridge column 

Modeling the body for the analysis with different materials property, especially when one 

body embedded on another connection between the two is crucial. Here is this thesis 

modeling, when the material properties added for the concrete, reinforcement and Carbon 
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Fiber Reinforced polymer connection between the bodies are made, so that the models 

become and act as a unity in sustaining the applied load for analysis. All 364 bodies are 

connected to give response for the applied load. 

List of the Cases 

Table 3.4.Names of the cases and their detail 

Name the case  Thickness of CFRP (mm) Number of Layers  

AB-S           None              None  

AB-S11              3                1  

AB-S 12              3                2  

AB-S 13              3                3  

AB-S 21              4                1  

AB-S 22              4                2  

AB-S 23              4                 3  

The above table shows that seven specimens taken for the analytical study named that AB-S, 

AB-S11, AB-S12, AB-S13, AB-S21, AB-S22 and AB-S23.Each specimen has equal cross-

sectional dimensions and material properties. The Specimen AB-S is not retrofitted using 

CFRP and the result obtained from this specimen will be taken as a control by validated with 

the empirical result and comparison was made with the other specimens wrapping different 

layers and thickness. To evaluate the retrofitting capacity of Carbon Fiber Reinforced polymer 

provided for each specimens’ nonlinear analysis parameters is developed. 
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Chapter Four 

Design Analysis 

4.1 Empirical estimation of the bridge Column 

4.1.1 Dead Loads   

The dead load is nothing but a self-weight of the bridge elements as a whole. The different 

elements of bridge are deck slab, wearing coat, railings, parapet, stiffeners and other utilities. 

The dead load forces, DC and DW, acting on the piers shall include reactions from the 

superstructure. DC dead loads include structural components and nonstructural attachments, 

and DW dead loads include wearing surfaces and utilities. The pier diaphragm weight is 

applied through the girders and also different load factors are applied to each of these dead 

load types1 Dead loads.  

Loads on the bridge column are evaluated in detail referring both ERA bridge design manual 

2002 and AASHTO standard specification for highway bridge, 1998 edition. Dead load from 

superstructure evaluated taking left side and right-side girder separately. In addition to this the 

dead load of pier cap and the bracing evaluated. 

4.1.2 Live loads  

The live load on the bridge is moving load on the bridge throughout its length which is along 

both transverse and longitudinal direction of the bridge. The moving loads are vehicles, 

Pedestrians etc. but it needs to select one vehicle or a group of vehicles to design a safe 

bridge. Design truck load and design tandem load were considered for both longitudinal and 

transverse arrangement.  

Design truck load estimated by taking two different cases for having the maximum axial load 

and maximum bending moment on pier. For the case of transverse arrangement, the analysis 

was made for both exterior and interior girder considering case one is one design lane loaded 

and case 2 is two or more design lane loaded. Design for one lane load and two or more-lane 

load calculated by taking different distribution factor for shear in the interior and exterior 
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girder and the same step was done for design tandem load along longitudinal and transverse 

arrangement.    

For Live load analysis the following wheel arrangement was taken for design truck and 

tandem load along for both longitudinal and transverse direction. 

 

Figure 4.1 Design truck and Tandem load 

4.1.3 Wind loads  

Wind loads also an important factor in the bridge design. For short span bridges, wind load 

can be negligible. But for medium span bridges, wind load should be considered for 

substructure design. For long span bridges, wind load is considered in the design of super 

structure. Wind load on structure estimated for superstructure (Girder web and Curb, Railing 

and posts), sub structure (pier cap, Bracing and Column) and Live load along the longitudinal 

and transverse arrangement. 

4.1.4 Earthquake Load 

When the bridge is to be built in seismic zone or earthquake zone, earthquake loads must be 

considered. They induce both vertical and horizontal forces during earthquake. The amount of 

forces exerted is mainly depends on the self-weight of the structure. If weight of structure is 

more, larger forces will be exerted.  
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As briefly mentioned in ERA bridge design manual that earthquake loads are given by the 

product of the elastic seismic response coefficient and the equivalent weight of the structure. 

According to EBCS the bridge location classified as zone 4with site coefficient type 1 and 

acceleration coefficient 0.075. It is clearly mentioned in the analysis is that horizontal seismic 

force is the product of site coefficient, acceleration coefficient and permanent load, therefore 

the horizontal earthquake force used for the design is 580.56 KN. 

FH= 580.56 KN at pier cap level 

4.1.5   Braking force 

The design specification states that the braking force is applied at a distance of 1800mm 

above the roadway surface. Therefore, the longitudinal moment generated by the braking 

force at each bearing location is calculated and applied at each girder location. The braking 

force may be applied in either horizontal direction (back or ahead station) to cause the 

maximum force effects. Additionally, the total braking force is typically assumed equally 

distributed among the bearings: 

4.1 6 Water Current Force 

Longitudinal Stream pressure 

The pressure of following water acting in the longitudinal direction in the substructures shall 

be taken as:  

 𝑃𝑃 = 5.14 ∗ 10−4𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝑉𝑉2                                                                                        (1) 

Where 

 P-Pressure of flowing water in Mpa 

CD-drag coefficient for piers  

V-design velocity of water for strength and service limit states.  
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Transversal Stream pressure 

The lateral uniformly distributed pressure on a substructure due to water flowing at an angle θ 

to the longitudinal axis of pier shall be taken as:  

𝑃𝑃 = 5.14 ∗ 10−4𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝑉𝑉2                                                                                       (2) 

 Where  

P- Lateral pressure in Mpa for θ= 10 deg 

CL- Lateral drag coefficient for piers. 

 V-design velocity of water for strength and service limit states 

Stream force on single column for both Longitudinal and Transverse direction 

Wpt= 4.00 KN 

 

Figure 4.2 Summary of load along transverse direction 
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Figure 4.3 Summary of load along longitudinal direction 

4.2 Plastic Hinge Length 

Bridge design in seismic regions is usually designed to withstand the plastic hinge 

moments that develop at the base of the column. Various hinge details have been 

proposed to reduce or even eliminate the plastic moments transferred to the 

foundations. According to AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge 

Design the analytical plastic hinge length for reinforced concrete columns, Lp, is the 

equivalent length of column over which the plastic curvature is assumed constant for 

estimating the plastic rotation.  

The plastic rotation is then used to calculate the plastic displacement of an equivalent 

member from the point of maximum moment to the point of contra-flexure. For 

columns framing into a footing, an integral bent cap, an oversized shaft, or cased 

shaft, the plastic hinge length, Lp may be determined as 

      
      𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 = 0.08𝐶𝐶 + 0.15𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≥ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑                                                                (3) 
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where: 

L = length of column from point of maximum moment to the point of moment 

contra-flexure (in) 

fye = expected yield strength of longitudinal column reinforcing steel bars (ksi) 

dbl = nominal diameter of longitudinal column reinforcing steel bars (in) 

       

For non-cased prismatic pile shafts, the plastic hinge length, Lp may be determined as: 

 

𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 = 0.08𝐻𝐻 + 𝐶𝐶                                                                                                         (4) 

Where: 

D = diameter of circular shafts or cross section dimension in direction under consideration for 

oblong shafts (in) 

H = length of pile shaft/column from point of maximum moment to point of contra flexure 

above ground (in) 

4.3 Inelastic deformation. 

A fundamental objective in the seismic design of structures capable of inelastic response is to 

ensure that the deformation capacities of the structure and its components exceed the 

associated deformation demands. Quantification of the dependable deformation capacity of 

bridge columns is essential for the development of a framework for the displacement-based 

design of bridges. A variety of indices of deformability may be prescribed, at the scale of the 

member, hinge, cross section, or fiber. These include the drift and displacement ductility 

associated with displacement at the top of the column, plastic hinge rotation, curvature 

ductility, and the strain and strain ductility associated with fibers of the critical cross section. 

 

Bilinear curve is used to analyze the load-deformation behavior of a column that is fit to the 

analytic response estimate or that may be fitted approximately to the envelope of experimental 

load deformation response. Based on M. Inel (2004) et al study the bilinear curve may be 

defined by two points, the yield and ultimate displacements (∆y and ∆u) and the 

corresponding loads, although various definitions of these points have been used  
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by different researchers ( Farid’s, Priestley). Once the yield and ultimate points are 

established, the displacement ductility�̇�𝜇, plastic displacement∆𝑃𝑃 , plastic hinge rotation, 𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿 , 

and peak drift, 𝛿𝛿𝑑𝑑  capacities may be. 

4.3.1 Ductility  

AASHTO LRFD bridge design manual (2005) state that structure component or connections 

beyond the elastic limit can be characterized by either brittle or ductile behavior. Brittle 

behavior is undesirable because it implies the sudden loss of Load-carrying capacity 

immediately when the elastic limit is exceeded. Ductile behavior is characterized by 

significantly inelastic deformation before any loss of load-carrying capacity occurs. Ductile 

behavior provides warning of structural failure by larger inelastic deformation under repeated 

seismic loading, larger reversed cycles of inelastic deformation dissipate energy and have a 

beneficial effect on structural survival.  

If, by means of confinement or other measures a structure component or connection made of 

brittle materials can sustain inelastic deformation without significant loss of load-carrying 

capacity, this component can be considered ductile, and such ductile performance shall be 

verified by testing.  

µ = ∆𝑢𝑢
∆𝑓𝑓

                                                                                                           (5) 
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Table 4.1 Priestly and Farida’s empirical formula 

Deformation index Farida’s analytical estimation Priestly analytical estimation 

  Plastic hinge length Lp =2250mm or 2.25 m and L = 7940mm 0r 7.94m                     

Formula Result Formula Result 

∆𝑓𝑓  𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 
∅𝑓𝑓

𝐶𝐶3

3  
25mm ∅𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑 + 0.15𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)

2
3 14.8mm 

∆𝑓𝑓  𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 0.002752 𝐶𝐶 22mm 0.002752 𝐶𝐶 22mm 

∆𝑓𝑓  𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝐿𝐿  Ɛ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶/(𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑑𝑑 − 𝑑𝑑)′  49.4mm 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼  ∆𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓      -- 

∆𝑓𝑓  ∆𝑓𝑓  𝑓𝑓 + ∆𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 + ∆𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 49.4 ∆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + ∆𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 + ∆𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑      36.8 

    ∅𝑓𝑓  

 

2.4
Ɛ𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑  

0.00015 2.4
Ɛ𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑  

0.00015 

    ∅𝐿𝐿  

 

      𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑      
(𝑐𝑐 − 𝑑𝑑)    −∅𝑓𝑓  

0.0015       𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑      
(𝑐𝑐 − 𝑑𝑑)    −∅𝑓𝑓  

0.0015 

    ∅𝑢𝑢  𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢
𝑐𝑐  0.0015 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢

𝑐𝑐  0.0057 

Ѳ𝐿𝐿 (∅𝑢𝑢 − ∅𝑓𝑓)𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿2  0.0036 (∅𝑢𝑢 − ∅𝑓𝑓)𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿  0.044 

∆𝑃𝑃 ∅𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿(𝑑𝑑 − 0.5𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿) 25mm ∅𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿(𝑑𝑑 − 0.5𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿) 23 

Ѳ𝑢𝑢 ∆𝑈𝑈
𝐶𝐶�  0.0091 ∆𝑈𝑈

𝐶𝐶�  0.00753 

∆𝑢𝑢  ∆𝑓𝑓 + ∆𝐿𝐿  74.4 ∆𝑓𝑓 + ∆𝐿𝐿  59.8 

µ ∆𝑢𝑢/∆𝑓𝑓  1.49 ∆𝑢𝑢/∆𝑓𝑓  1.597 
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Empirical estimation of load deformation behavior of a column is idealized by a bilinear curve 

that is fit to the analytical response evaluated by Ansys. The bilinear curve of Farid’s and 

Priestly is drown based on the estimation of yield deformation ( ∆𝑓𝑓 ) and the interrelated 

Ultimate deformation (∆𝑈𝑈) . It is empirically described that once the ultimate and yield 

deformation evaluated, displacement ductility, Plastic displacement, Plastic hinge rotation, 

ultimate, yield and curvature and other related empirical measurement parameters can be 

estimated. Yield deformation for both Farad’s and Priestly was estimated by including the 

contribution of Flexure, Shear and Anchorage which is proposed in the above table. 

∆𝑈𝑈 =  ∆𝑓𝑓  𝑓𝑓 + ∆𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 + ∆𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑                                                                                      (6) 

According to M. Inel.et.al (2004) study and other researchers’ recommendation for empirical 

estimation of deformation measurement indices for concrete column they used Farida’s and 

priestly empirical results and their empirical evaluation of the column is validated and 

verified.     

AASHTO and ERA bridge design manual define the structure of the system concerning to 

high seismically area shall be proportioned and detailed to ensure the development or 

significant and visible inelastic deformation at the strength and extreme event limit state 

before failure. Based on the idea and definition of AASHTO AND ERA bridge design manual 

for displacement ductility empirical evaluation, two empirical studies approached by Farida’s 

and priestly were used in this thesis.   
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Chapter Five 

Result and Discussion 
5.1 Finite Element Analysis of the selected bridge Column.  

AASHTO and ERA bridge design manual define the term ductility in seismic design is the 
ability of the structure to undergo larger cyclic deformation inelastic range without reduction 
of its strength. If the structure goes beyond elastic range the structure will behave as brittle or 
ductile structure, brittle structure fails without showing failure indication when load act on it 
reached its ultimate value therefore, structural component specially bridge column in high 
seismic zone should behave as ductile structure. Validation of the software is very important 
in order to make sure the result obtained from the software is acceptable and truthful. Priestly 
and Farid’s empirical formula has been used for validation of the software.  

5.1.1 Validation of finite element analysis 

Table 5.1 Analytical and empirical result.     

   

Case name  

 

Ultimate deformation (mm) 

 
 
Ultimate rotation 
      (Rad/s) 

 
 
Percentage of  
accuracy  (%) 

Farad’s Result   
            74.4          0.0091               73 

Priestly Result              59.8         0.00753             88.4 

AB-S (Control)           52.907          0.0067              --- 
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5.1.2 Mesh Sensitivity Study. 

Mesh size is the most important factor that affecting the result of the analytical result of the 

finite element analysis. For this mesh convergence or sensitivity study different mesh size are 

considered and the load- deformation relation for different mesh size plotted as follows.   

 

                          Figure 5.1 Load-deformation graph for mesh sensitivity study. 

The Load – deformation graph for mesh sensitivity study shows that when the mesh size 

become smaller the load- deformation graph of closer to the priestly and mesh size 50mm and 

50mm in plastic hinge region, transverse and longitudinal reinforcement and 100mm in other 

part are more close and the ultimate deformation and rotation result obtained from them is 

somehow the same and this result clearly illustrated that, plastic hinge region specially on 

CFRP and transverse and longitudinal reinforcement are the most  sensitive parts and the 

more finely meshed this part more precise result will be obtained. For mesh sensitivity study 

five different mesh size has been taken and the load- deformation graph obtained from both 

empirical and analytical study compared with each other and for the analysis of the other 

columns and to evaluate the retrofitting effect of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer the one 

close to priestly result or 50mm meshed size was used to evaluate the other cases. 
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5.1.3 Effect loads on lateral deformation 

The selected bridge column design for earthquake load of 309.742KN and axial load of 7414.24KN 

from all superstructure components and effect of these loads on lateral deformation estimated 

analytical and the result indicated that the effect of axial load for later deformation has negligible 

effect comparing to the effect of earthquake on lateral deformation. The figure below shows the 

effect of Earthquake load only on lateral deformation and rotation. 

 

                     Figure 5.2 Lateral deformation figure considering only earthquake load. 

5.1.4 Lateral deformation of the bridge column against old seismic design manual. 

According to EBCS-08, earthquake force is given by the product of elastic seismic response 

coefficient Csm and the seismic weight of the structure. Since the project area is laying in 

seismic zone 4 the ground acceleration coefficient will be. 

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶 = 1.2 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆( 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶)(2/3) ≤ 2.5 𝐴𝐴                                                                          (7) 

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶1𝐻𝐻(3
4)                                                                                            (8) 

According to the EBCS design code the bridge column is in seismic zone four and the ground 

acceleration coefficient changes 0.1 to 0.15.The estimated value of earthquake load on the 

bridge column using old bridge design manual. 

Eq= 309.742KN 
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                 Figure 5.3 Ultimate lateral deformation using old earthquake Load 

.  

 Figure 5.4 Load- Deformation graph for old earthquake load.  

The load- deformation graph obtained for analyzing and estimating the effect of earthquake 
load which is estimated using old design code is drown above on figure 5.4. The linear 
relationship between load and displacement obtained indicate that when the bridge is design 
using ERA-2002 or using old design manual the bed rock acceleration coefficient is less 
comparing with the new design code. On the new EBCS EN 1998-2014 edition for all seismic 
zones the ground acceleration coefficient is changed. Particularly for this selected bridge, the 
seismic load estimation using the new design code increased by 33% comparing with the old 
design code, therefore the above load- deformation curve show that the bridge is in elastic 
region when the bridge is loaded by old design code. 
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5.1.5 Failure Load Estimation. 

Failure load is evaluated for the selected bridge column and considering that the bridge 
column free to deform for the provided deformation amount and the result indicated that the 
failure load of the column bridge before retrofitting is 694.3 KN which is 113.74KN exceed 
from the estimated lateral load using the new design load. The evaluated failure load obtained 
when the structure deforms 103.2 mm. 

 

             Figure 5.5 Load- deformation graph for estimating failure load.  

5.1. 6 Discussion of results for Non-retrofitted and retrofitted bridge Columns. 

This particular study stands to answer or show the retrofitting effect of Carbon fiber 

Reinforced Polymer for the selected bridge column in order to increase the seismic handling 

capacity of the bridge column. It is quite clear that the ground acceleration of the world 

including Ethiopia are increase time to time, therefore retrofitting should be provide for non-

seismic detailed design bridge. The following pictures below shows the deformation results 

obtained from ANSYS software at different layers and thickness.  
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Deformation result for non-retrofitted bridge column (AB-S) 

 

Figure 5.6 Lateral deformation result for non-retrofitted column 

The above ultimate deformation figure obtained when the bridge column is modeled as it is or 
using the as built drawing means without retrofitting the column and ultimate or total 
deformation obtained is 52.907 mm. 

 

   Figure 5.7 Load -deformation graph result for non-retrofitted column (AB-S) 

The Load-Deformation figure above obtained when the bridge column is modeled and loaded 
using the new estimated design code. The result obtained from this case number validated 
with Farid’s and Priestly. 
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Deformation result retrofitted with 3mm thick CFRP wrapping ones (AB-S11) 

 

              Figure 5.8 Lateral deformation result for 3mm thick wrapping ones 

The above ultimate deformation figure obtained when the bridge column is modeled and 
retrofitted by 3mm thick Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer and wrapping only one time and 
ultimate or total deformation obtained is 49.793 mm and the ultimate deformation decreased 
by 3.114 mm comparing from the control. 

.  

        Figure 5.9 Load- deformation graph result for 3mm thick wrapping ones. (AB-S11) 
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The Load-Deformation figure above obtained when the bridge column is modeled and loaded 
using the new estimated design code and the bridge is retrofitted by 3m thick carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer wrapping one time.  

Deformation result retrofitted with 3mm thick CFRP wrapping two times (AB-S12) 

 

        Figure 5.10 Lateral deformation result for 3mm thick wrapping two times. 

The above ultimate deformation figure obtained when the bridge column is modeled and 
retrofitted by 3mm thick Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer and wrapping two times and 
ultimate or total deformation obtained is 45.412 mm and the ultimate deformation decreased 
by 7.495 mm comparing from the control 
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Figure 5.11 Load- deformation graph result for 3mm thick wrapping two times column (AB-
S12) 

The Load-Deformation figure above obtained when the bridge column is modeled and loaded 
using the new estimated design code and the bridge is retrofitted by 3m thick carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer wrapping two time.  

Deformation result retrofitted with 3mm thick CFRP wrapping three times (AB-S13) 

 

Figure 5.12 Lateral deformation result for 3mm thick wrapping three times. 
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The above ultimate deformation figure obtained when the bridge column is modeled and 
retrofitted by 3mm thick Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer and wrapping three times and 
ultimate or total deformation obtained is 43.675 mm and the ultimate deformation decreased 
by 9.232 mm comparing from the control. 

 

Figure 5.13 Load- deformation graph result for 3mm thick wrapping three times. (AB-S13) 

The Load-Deformation figure above obtained when the bridge column is modeled and loaded 
using the new estimated design code and the bridge is retrofitted by 3m thick carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer wrapping three time. Retrofitting bridge column with 3mm thick CFRP 
varying wrapping layer from one -three, the ultimate deformation decreased gradually from 
3.114mm to 9.332mm. 
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Deformation result retrofitted with 4mm thick CFRP wrapping ones (AB-S21) 

 

Figure 5.14 Lateral deformation result for 4 mm thick wrapping ones. 

The above ultimate deformation figure obtained when the bridge column is retrofitted by 4mm 
thick Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer and wrapping one time and ultimate or total 
deformation obtained is 48.563 mm and the ultimate deformation decreased by 4.344 mm 
comparing from the control and wrapping the column by 4mm thick than wrapping 3mm one 
time decreases the deformation by 1.23mm. 

 

   Figure 5.15 Load -deformation graph result for 4mm thick wrapping ones. (AB-S21) 

The Load-Deformation figure above obtained when the bridge column is loaded using the new 
estimated design code and the bridge is retrofitted by 4m thick carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer wrapping one time.  
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Deformation result retrofitted with 4mm thick CFRP wrapping two times (AB-S22) 

 

               Figure 5.16 Lateral deformation result for 4 mm thick wrapping two times. 

Ultimate deformation figure obtained on the figure above indicated that when the bridge 
column is retrofitted by 4mm thick Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer and wrapping two times 
and ultimate or total deformation obtained is 44.514 mm and the ultimate deformation 
decreased by 8.393 mm comparing from the control and wrapping the column by 4mm thick 
than wrapping 3mm two times the deformation decreases by 1.43mm. 

 

Figure 5.17 Load -deformation graph result for 4mm thick wrapping two times. (AB-S22) 
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The Load-Deformation figure above obtained when the bridge column is loaded using the new 
estimated design code and the bridge is retrofitted by 4m thick carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer wrapping three times.  

Deformation result retrofitted with 4mm thick CFRP wrapping three times (AB-S23) 

 

              Figure 5.18 Lateral deformation result for 4mm thick wrapping three times 

The above ultimate deformation figure obtained when the bridge column is loaded and 
retrofitted by 4mm thick Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer and wrapping three times and 
ultimate or total deformation obtained is 41.445 mm and the ultimate deformation decreased 
by 11.302 mm comparing from the control. The ultimate deformation decreases by 2.01mm 
when the bridge is retrofitted by 4mm thick CFRP wrapping three times than 3mm thick. 
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Figure 5.19 Load deformation graph result for 4mm wrapping three times. (AB-S23) 

The above Load- deformation figure obtained when the bridge column is retrofitted by 4mm 
thick Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) and wrapping three times and Retrofitting 
bridge column with 4mm thick CFRP varying wrapping layer from one -three, the ultimate 
deformation decreased gradually from 4.344 mm to 11.302 mm. 
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Summary of the Result 

Table 5.2.Analytical Result summary 

 

Name of 

the cases 

 

∆𝑼𝑼 (𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎) 

 

∆𝒚𝒚 (mm) 

 

∆𝑷𝑷 

(mm) 

 

𝚽𝚽𝚽𝚽 (  
1

m  ) 

 

𝜽𝜽𝜽𝜽 (𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑/𝑠𝑠 ) 

Retrofitting effect 

in percentage (%) 

AB-S 52.907 22.907 30.01 

 

0.0003375 0.0067  

- 

AB-S11 49.793 21.507 

 

28.286 0.000212 0.00061 5.9 

AB-S12 46.385 20.185 26.2 0.000198 0.0058 12.33 

AB-S13 43.675 18.965 24..71 0.000171 0.0055 17.45 

AB-S21 48.563 20.873 27.69 0.0002 0.00611 8.2 

AB-S22 44.514 19.345 25.169 0.000169 0.0056 15.86 

AB-S23 41.445 17.945 

 

23.5 0.000153 0.00521 21.7 
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Figure 5.20 Load deformation graph result for all cases 

The load- deformation curve obtained throughout the whole analysis of the concrete bridge 
column is summarized in the above figure. The result indicated that when the bridge is loaded 
using the new design code that is increased by 33% from the old bridge design, the bridge 
column ultimate deformation increased by 45%. When the bridge column retrofitted with 
Carbon Fiber Reinforced polymer with different thickens and wrapping layers the ultimate 
deformation gradually decreases. From the graph case AB-S23 and AB-S13 show a better 
improvement in decreasing the lateral deformation. If the column retrofitted with the same 
number of layers but different thickness, the one with a larger thickens has a better result than 
the small one. Overall retrofitting the bridge column in a plastic hinge region using CFRP is 
primary solution to decrease the ultimate deformation. Table 5.2 shows that retrofitting the 
column in plastic region with different thickness and wrapping layers decreases the ultimate 
deformation from 5% to 21.7% 

Plastic strain measurement was also observed to evaluate the deformation of the column. The 
plastic strain in the column was found to be negligible and also no permanent deformation 
was measured. This may be due to the amount of the load being not big enough to produce 
plastic strains. 
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5.3 Discussion 

When the structure undergoes beyond elastic limit the structure will behave as a brittle or 

ductile structure. Ductile structure performs or shows a large deformation without 

considerable losses its strength. This particular study clearly shows that Carbon Fiber 

Reinforced Polymer play important role in increasing the ductility nature of the structure this 

means retrofitting bridge column with Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer, its wrapping effect 

decreases the ultimate deformation, the ultimate rotation and curvature of the structure with a 

specified lateral load value. Overall the following results discussions are forwarded due to the 

analytical result obtained through the analysis. 

For validation of the software (Ansys) two parameters were used Farida’s and priestly and the 

result indicated that empirical result obtained by priestly and Farida’s close to the analytical 

result obtained by Ansys software with the accuracy of 88 % and 73 % respectively. 

Mesh size is the vital factor that affects the result of Finite element analysis. For mesh size 

sensitivity study five  different mesh size has been taken for the investigation  those are fine, 

very fine, 100mm, 50mm for CFRP in plastic hinge region, for transverse and longitudinal 

reinforcement and 100 mm size in the concrete and 50mm mesh size and the analytical  result 

obtained from this mesh size difference  compared with Farida’s and Priestly empirical results 

and the overall investigation  indicate  that, the more the model meshed  its result will be more 

close to each other and also with empirical result obtained by Priestly. Whereas Farida’s result 

is somehow 30% far from finely meshed columns comparing with the Priestly. The last two 

small mesh size 50mm and 50mm for CFRP in plastic hinge region, for transverse and 

longitudinal reinforcement and 100 mm size in the concrete almost display the same result. 

Failure load is evaluated for the selected bridge column and considering that the bridge 

column free to deform for the provided deformation amount and the result indicated that the 

failure load of the column bridge before retrofitting is 694.3 KN which is 113.74KN exceed 

from the estimated lateral load using the new design load. The evaluated failure load obtained 

when the structure deforms 103.2 mm. 
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For analytical assessment Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer with a thickness of 3mm and 

4mm were used for parametric study wrapping the selected bridge column from layer one to 

three in plastic hinge region the result with increasing layers indicated that the selected 

reinforced concrete bridge column retrofitted by 3mm from layer one to three, the ultimate 

deformation decreases from 5.9%, 12.33% and 17.45%respectively, from the total 

deformation before retrofitting of the selected bridge column.  

When the thickness increased by 4mm for wrapping the column from layer one to three the 

ultimate deformation decreases by 8.2%, 15.86% and 21.7% respectively. In addition to this, 

when the selected Reinforced Concrete Bridge Column retrofitted with the same number of 

wrapping layers with different thickness, the one with greater thickness show a better result in 

decreasing the ultimate deformation of the bridge column. The better thickness we used for 

retrofitting the bridge column the better result will be obtained to reduce the ultimate 

deformation of the bridge column.    

The selected bridge column was designed based on ERA bridge design manual 2002 and 

AASHTO 1998. During the design stage of the selected bridge column  the ground or bed 

rock acceleration coefficient was taken 0.1 for seismic zone four, but according to the new 

seismic zonal distribution the currently  ground or Bedrock acceleration coefficient becomes 

0.15, therefore the earthquake load was estimated for both consideration of bedrock 

acceleration coefficient  and the bridge column ultimate deformation, rotation and curvature 

was evaluated, the result indicated that the ultimate deformation of the bridge column 

increased  by 45% comparing with the old seismic design load estimation. The effect of axial 

and earthquake load separately analyzed and the result indicated that, lateral deformation 

observed by axial load from superstructure is comparatively very negligible than the 

earthquake load applied laterally. Overall after retrofitting the bridge column using 3mm and 

4mm thick and wrapping from layer one to three the ultimate deformation, the rotation and the 

curvature of the bridge column decreases this means that, the seismic handling capacity of the 

bridge column is increased with the constant estimated lateral load.  

On the other hand, when the bridge column retrofitted in a plastic hinge region with Carbon 

Fiber Reinforced Polymer with a thickness of 4mm wrapping three times the ultimate 

deformation becomes closer to the ultimate deformation obtained when the  
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bridge is loaded using old design code, this means retrofitting old bridge column in a plastic 

hinge region make the bridge column to handle the increasing seismic load. 
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Chapter Six                           
Conclusion and Recommendation 

6.1 Conclusion 

Seven different cases were taken for estimating and evaluating the retrofitting capacity of 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer for the selected bridge column in a plastic hinge region. 

The name of the cases is AB-S, AB-S11, AB-S12, AB-S13, AB-S21, AB-S22 and AB-S23. 

AB-S is typically model and evaluated without retrofitting and the result obtained from this 

model was taken as a control by validating with Farida’s and priestly empirical formula, on 

other hand the remaining cases are retrofitted with different thickness and wrapping layers. 

The result obtained from the analytical and empirical study summarized as follows. 

The software validated comparing with Farida’s and priestly empirical study, the ultimate 

deformation obtained from analytical study closer to priestly parametric study with 88% 

accuracy and with Farida’s 73% accuracy, therefore analytical study of bridge column using 

Ansys is an accurate way to evaluate the performance of the bridge column under lateral load. 

Mesh convergence or sensitivity study was studied and the result obtained by 50mm mesh 

size and 50mm for CFRP in plastic hinge region, in transverse and longitudinal reinforcement 

and 100mm in concrete part of the body is 96% accurate to each other and even 88% closer to 

priestly empirical result than the Farida’s result. 

Lateral deformation of the bridge column is completely affected by lateral load (Earthquake 

load) and the effect of axial load from super structure is negligible for lateral deformation.    

The total lateral deformation of the bridge column after retrofitting is decreased with 

increasing of thickness and wrapping layers, this means for the calculated earthquake load the 

structure is becoming more ductile. 

Failure load for the selected bridge column is evaluated and considering that the bridge 
column free to deform laterally for the provided deformation amount and the result indicated 
that the failure load of the column bridge before retrofitting is 694.3 KN which 

 is 16.38% exceed from the estimated lateral load using the new design load. The evaluated 
failure load obtained when the structure deforms 103.2 mm. 
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When the selected concrete bridge column retrofitted in a plastic hinge region with different 
thickness and wrapping layers, the column progressively decreases its ultimate deformation 
for constant estimated load with increasing thickens and wrapping layers.  For 3mm and 4mm 
CFRP wrapping one time the ultimate deformation decreases from 6% to 8% and wrapping 
two times with 3mm and 4mm thick CFRP the ultimate deformation decreases 10 % to16%. If 
the wrapping layers increase from two to three for both thicknesses, the bridge ultimate 
deformation decreases from 17% to 21%. In addition to this wrapping the bridge column with 
the same thickens but different layers, the one how warped more has shown smaller 
deformation.  

Retrofitting the Bridge column using Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer with increasing 

thickness and wrapping layers in a plastic hinge region is significantly reduce the lateral 

deformation, the rotation and the curvature and/ or keep the structure having ductile nature 

even if the lateral load increases its magnitude.  

Plastic strain measurement was also observed to evaluate the deformation of the column. The 
plastic strain in the column was found to be negligible and also no permanent deformation 
was measured. This may be due to the amount of the load being not big enough to produce 
plastic strains. 

6.2 Recommendation 

 Other researchers can do a better study in order to see the effect material property 
difference of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer for retrofitting effect. 

 During this study, the earthquake loads considered in both cases didn’t cause permanent 
deformations. To fully check the capacity of the column and retrofitting effect of CFRP a 
more severe loading can be considered for future study. 
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Appendix –1 
 

Bridge - Column Analysis 
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Appendix –2 
 

As built Drawing 
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